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Customer needs are growing and most
importantly, diversifying, with time. In order to
keep up with them, companies could either
employ multiple standalone applications of
have a scalable system that unifies everything
in the same place. The second recourse is
undoubtedly wiser as it maintains a single
source of truth and makes it easier for
employees to locate and download information
from the same place. Tools like Microsoft
Dynamics Business Central breaks down and
categorizes complex tasks into small bits so
that users can tick them off from their list from
anywhere without even sitting with a computer.

Powerful Scalable Systems
Companies must implement
powerful systems that are
capable of handling sudden
changes in plan and
ambiguity.
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One of the biggest reasons why business
leaders think twice before upgrading to a new
set of digital tools is that it can turn out be
quite expensive. Naturally, if you have been
working with multiple systems that were meant
to tackle different operations, replacing them
would mean investing a huge chunk of your
resources. The other solution is procuring tools
that can be integrated with the existing system
and are capable of automatically syncing all the
files and data on a centralized source.

Integration-Friendly Tools Are
Cost-Effective
Upgrading to a new system
is always more convenient
with tools that allow
seamless integration with
the existing network.
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Switching to Business Central would provide
you with a string of applications that sync data
from one another and can be accessed with the
same credentials. Moreover, the platform also
offers the smoothest trajectory to transition to
cloud over time. In a nutshell, Business Central
is a system that tackles end-to end business
operations. When this tool is coupled with
Power BI, generating real-time reports to
analyze trends and patterns and derive insights
to improve decision-making is simplified.

Microsoft Dynamics 365
Business Central offers
streamlined integration that
all organizations aim to
achieve for flexible
operations.

Fortify Your Business With the
Much-Needed Flexibility
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Automate Your Operations
Move from reactive to predictive operations. Automate
and simplify your manufacturing and supply chain
management. Maximise the life of your assets.

Win More Deals
Find and build stronger relationships. Improve
productivity and performance. Get a single view of
customers.

Exceed Customer Expectations
Find and build stronger relationships. Improve
productivity and performance. Get a single view of
customers.



In cloud, there's no limitation regarding the
amount of data you can store or access. Even if
your files contain information that were
recorded 10 years ago, you can cleanse it with
business intelligence tools and use the insights
to compare them with the present market
scenario. Therefore, leveraging cloud
technology through Business Central and
Microsoft Azure would offer greater control
over your business processes and a clear
picture of the areas that need improvement.
Detailed insights are necessary for spotting
potential anomalies so that they could be
resolved on time to avoid delays and halts.

Cloud Is Capable of Being At
Par With Company's Growth
Depending on cloud-based
applications will make
certain that all your business
operations are develop at
the same pace as your
company's growth.
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With a trusted implementation partner, you can
design, implement and deploy Business Central
solutions according to the unique goals and
visions of your company. Because it is
understood that the size and reach of a
business wouldn't stay static for long, you can
craft a customized solution with Business
Central that ensures you are making the most
out of the best-practices opportunities that it
has under its hood. Additionally, as the tool
saves all the data available with your
organization in cloud, tailoring approaches for
different projects and then scooping out only
the pieces of information relevant to them can
be definitely tagged as tangible advantages.

Customized Solutions To Align
With Your Business Goals
For your business to
function smoothly, it must
have access to solutions that
are custom-made and caters
to its unique needs.
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Switching to Business Central would provide
you with a string of applications that sync data
from one another and can be accessed with the
same credentials. Moreover, the platform also
offers the smoothest trajectory to transition to
cloud over time. In a nutshell, Business Central
is a system that tackles end-to end business
operations. When this tool is coupled with
Power BI, generating real-time reports to
analyze trends and patterns and derive insights
to improve decision-making is simplified.

Microsoft Dynamics 365
Business Central offers
streamlined integration that
all organizations aim to
achieve for flexible
operations.
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Unify Data For Real-
Time Insights

Bring together
transactional, behavioral,
and demographic data in
real time to create a 360-

degree view of your
customers.

Drive Meaningful
Actions

Harness data to drive
informed decisions,

automate processes, and
personalise customer
engagement across

channels.

Predict Customer
Needs

Unlock powerful insights
using prebuilt AI models,
or customise the models
for deeper insights and
control over business

operations.



 

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION PARTNER 
Applications | Automation | Analytics 

Tech Falcon LLC is a digital transformation partner for enterprises
as they embark on their digital transformation journey. We are
headquartered in Dubai. We help clients in manufacturing,
projects, distribution, public sector, real estate, and public sector to
achieve business and operational goals with business applications,
automation, and analytics services. 

Office No 125, 
Al Ferdous 4, 
Al Wasl Road, Dubai. 

Phone: +971 45 965 555
Email: info@techfalcon.ae
Website: https://techfalcon.ae

Contact us:

Connect with us:

linkedin.com/company/tech-falcon-dubai

facebook.com/techfalcondubai

https://twitter.com/techfalcondub


